Abstract -Networks of embedded smart cameras are an emerging technology for a broad range of pervasive computing applications including smart rooms, intelligent infrastructures and security. Smart cameras combine video sensing, processing and communication within a single embedded device and provide sufficient onboard infrastructure to perform high-level video analysis tasks. This paper deals with middleware services required for the efficient deployment and operation of distributed smart cameras. We focus here on services for autonomous and dynamic reconfiguration. Dynamic reconfiguration refers to the exchange of software tasks as well as the alteration of QoS-levels these tasks provide during runtime. Dynamic reconfiguration provides several advantages over statically configured networks including (i) modification of functionality after deployment and during runtime, (ii) adaptation of the network to changes in its internal and external state, and (iii) better exploitation of the available resources. We have developed the services for dynamic reconfiguration using policies. Policies help to specify rules for the reconfiguration process. By evaluation the policy the new task-level configuration of the network is computed. The reconfiguration is implemented using mobile agents in order to achieve a flexible and scalable middleware service. Our policy-based middleware is demonstrated by a surveillance application.
1 Introduction smart cameras [2] are an emerging technology for a broad range of important applications including smart rooms, surveillance, tracking and motion analysis. By having access to many views and through cooperation among the individual cameras, these networks have the potential to realize many more complex and challenging applications than single camera systems. Distributed smart cameras are therefore perfect platforms for pervasive computing applications.
The target applications for distributed smart camera systems pose strong requirements on the camera's hardware and software. Typically, the cameras have to execute demanding video processing and compression algorithms. These algorithms executed on the cameras offer different QoS-levels and may be adapted during runtime. This paper deals with middleware services required for the efficient deployment and operation of distributed smart cameras. This middleware has been implemented on top of our smart cameras [3] and supports the development of distributed camera applications such as traffic surveillance or object tracking. Our smart camera comes with a scalable hardware architecture consisting of a sensing unit, a processing unit and a communication unit. The core components of this embedded platform are a CMOS image sensor, a variable number of digital signal processors (DSPs) for executing various image analysis tasks and a network processor for the camera control. Our smart camera software framework coordinates the various (surveillance) tasks running on (different) processors and supports the data transfer among these tasks using a publisher-subscriber approach [4] .
We focus on services for autonomous and dynamic reconfiguration in networks of distributed smart cameras. Dynamic reconfiguration refers to the modification of the functionality in the camera network during runtime. This reconfiguration includes the exchange of software tasks as well as the alteration of QoS-levels these tasks provide. Dynamic reconfiguration provides several advantages over statically configured networks. First, the functionality can be changed during runtime. This allows the introduction of new software tasks even after deployment of the network. Second, the camera network can be better adapted to changes in its internal or external state. Third, by modifying the functionality over time the available resources can be better exploited as well as the availability can be increased.
Although we have developed the middleware services for our networks of smart cameras we feel strongly confident that this work is relevant for many pervasive computing applications. Dynamic reconfiguration is an important network service which helps to promote many advanced applications. Reconfiguration at the task-level is well-established feature in workstation networks. However, not much such work is known on embedded platforms with restricted resources. Our middleware is implemented using mobile agents with focus on flexibility and scalability. Thereby, hardware dependability has been kept rather low which supports the portability to other platforms.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly discusses related work. Section 3 introduces the dynamic reconfiguration framework and Section 4 describes the implementation. Section 5 explains the taxonomy used to differentiate the dynamic modules used for reconfigurations. Section 6 compares the diverse load-scheduling and shows the results. Section 7 concludes the paper with a brief discussion and a short outlook for future work.
Related Work

Surveillance systems
A modular structure in surveillance systems is not necessary but desirable due to the many heterogeneous technologies built into such a system. Openness and extensibility [5] enable the persistent functionality of the system over a long period of time. In order to enable dynamic reconfiguration in the surveillance system a component-based software architecture is needed. [6] represents one type of component-based software architecture and introduces dynamic reconfiguration based on a multi agent system (MAS). Emphasis of this work is to enable dynamic reconfiguration of exchangeable components and to re-establish connections between them. Dynamic reconfiguration is service-oriented and optional. Due to limited resources in our work, an occasional dynamic reconfiguration is essential and it takes QoS with emphasis on load balancing into account.
Policy-based middleware
The policy-based middleware is a result of recent research in the area of network management automation. A noticeable work in this field has been done by IBM research center. The IBM team has developed an own policy language and has evaluated it with new policy-framework on a storage area network (SAN) [7] .
IBM Research has also developed the policy toolkit [8] , which has the goal to integrate a policy-based structure in different applications. This toolkit supports different types of policy languages. In order to enable a policy-based system the user has to select the syntax of the policy language, modules and pattern.
Several benefits of policy-based middleware have been explained by [9] . First, this approach is advantageous when the system works in advance in unspecified environment. Second, a policy-based approach supports different system's behaviors corresponding to different situations of the environment. Finally, it supports upgrading. Easy system upgrade is only possible if it has a modular structure with well defined and open interfaces. [9] also presents a novel agent framework with integrated policy control which is used for wireless ad hoc network management.
Policy-Enabled Mobile Application (Poema) [10] is a policy-based middleware which supports code mobility and supports different strategies including MAS for a reconfiguration tasks. In Poema, mobility strategies can be changed even during application execution.
Policy middleware as paradigm is supported from the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) and Distributed Management Task Force (DMTF) with many standards from the information models ( [11] , [12] , [13] ), over the policy framework design [14] , to the policy communication protocols ( [15] , [16] ).
[17] introduces policy-based management environment for mobile users. This work combines the different profiles with policy-enabled agents to tailor the services according to users preferences and the network capabilities. This approach differs between the userpolicies, network-policies which are utilized for configuration of network devices, and agent-policies which control the agent behavior.
The policy management architecture introduced in [18] deals with the problem of multiple policy enforcement points (PEP) [19] . The policy framework in this approach allows that policies can be specified at a higher level and mapped into an appropriate local ruleset by using an automated tool. This work is based on policy language Houdini which has been developed at Bell Labs.
A more abstract approach for policy oriented management is shown in [20] and [21] where a general purpose ontology language (OWL) is used to define the network policy management information. Advantages of this approach, described in [20] , are simplified information maintenance due to unified definition of elements and their behavior. A second advantage lies in the semantic expressiveness of ontology languages and already existing tools for their validation. In [22] policies are used for negotiation in MAS environment. The MAS uses policies expressed in XML for negotiation in order to enable service composition and cooperation.
3 Dynamic Reconfiguration of the Network
Configuration Approach
Dynamic reconfiguration refers to the modification of software tasks executed on nodes of the camera network as well as the alteration of the QoS-level provided by these tasks. More formally, a configuration c i of the network is defined as as tuple in the configuration space
where s refers to the available services (or tasks) in the network, q s refers to the service levels of the tasks, and r refers the resources where the tasks can be executed. The available processors represent the resources in the network. A reconfiguration corresponds to a transition from one tuple to another (c i → c j ) in the configuration space. The overall objective of dynamic reconfiguration is to transfer the network into a specific configuration which better captures the current requirements. In order to achieve such an improvement some form of reasoning about the specific configurations is required. Thus, we need some information about the state of the current configuration as well as some objective for the next configuration.
" Figure 1 " depicts the reconfiguration loop of the camera network. The main steps of this loop can be described as follows:
Context sensing and analysis The goal of context sensing and analysis is to gather data from the network and to deliver contextual information. The context includes information about the internal and external states of the network. The internal state can be composed by the actual configuration and the available resources. Events detected by the tasks, such as a recognized person or a successful object tracking can be assigned to the external state. Contextual information is strongly dependent on the application. We, therefore, do not go into more detail here about this step.
Computation of new configuration with optimization This step determines the next configuration of the network. In order to reason about configurations this step requires some model about the network. The contextual information of the network and some objective serve as input for this reasoning. As described in the following section we use a policy-based approach for the optimization.
Reconfiguration enforcement The final step in the reconfiguration loop performs the actual transfer to the new configuration. This step needs, therefore, mechanisms to alter the QoS-level as well as to modify the mapping of tasks onto resources. In order to perform dynamic reconfiguration we have adopted mobile agents and developed a middleware framework on our network nodes.
Policy-based Framework
The computation of a new configuration is based on policies. Policies are distributed within the smart camera network and this policy distribution enables the distributed decisionmaking process for the reconfiguration of the smart camera network. Policies represent a collection of rules which have to be calculated to achieve a potential new configuration. Thus, our policy-based approach can be separated into a policy-specification and a policy evaluation phase. As depicted in " Figure 1 " the policies are externally specified and serve as input to the reconfiguration loop. The evaluation of the policies has to be performed within the loop. In order to get some directives from the policy-framework, the policies have to be evaluated. This evaluation is performed in a hierarchical way, from higher abstract objects (policies) over rules to conditions and actions. This evaluation chain is triggered whenever one event occurs and changes the corresponding parameters in policy.
Policy information model
In order to enable the policy based management, the target system has to be modeled like a state machine, where one state corresponds to one configuration of the camera network. The policies are used to manage the transformation of the target system from one state (configuration) to another. The object-oriented information model for representing policies is in our project constructed using Policy Common Information Model (PCIM) [12] as paradigm and the PCIM extensions [13] as well. According to the specific construction of our platform and limitations in an embedded environment, only necessary features from those standards are implemented. The core of the policy-based structure consists of: Policy, Rule, Condition, Action and Parameter object. This set of objects has a common inherited iden- Table 1 : Definition of our Policy structure tification part that uniquely identifies the object. In our policy model as shown in " Table  1 ", a policy is structured as a tree. The policy consists of sub-policies and rules.
Combining several sub-policies into one builds a logical unit with greater capabilities. This grouping of policies also safes memory resources and simplifies the construction of policies.
Policies can be changed in real time and enable different execution flows during the execution of scenarios. A scenario describes a successive reconfiguration of the smart camera platform from one state to another. This dynamic structure of a policy is considered as a possibility that the sub-policies can be enabled or disabled within the scope of a policy grouping.
A rule is an entity that encapsulates conditions and actions. If a condition is satisfied the corresponding action or list of actions will be executed. The execution order of the permitted actions is arbitrary. The condition object is responsible for the decision-making process and contains parameters and sub-conditions. Number and type of these objects depend on the nature of the operator, which is defined in that particular object. However, the return value from the computation of a condition is a boolean value and can be compared only with corresponding boolean values and proper logical operators. Parameter type checking is done through the processing of conditions. The processing of conditions is a recursive procedure for all sub-conditions as well.
Actions can be initialized as single (basic) action or as collection of actions (subactions). A basic action is defined with an unique identification and a collection of parameters. This identification number has to be defined in the configuration layer (see Section 4.1) and the corresponding action also has to be implemented in the executing layer (see Section 4.3) in order to enable that this action can be mapped in the policy layer (see Section 4.2).
A parameter is an object that wraps the primitive data types or another object. Parameters are placed as leafs in the condition tree, but they are also contained as parameters in an action object. Types of parameters are divided into atomic type (boolean, integer, long, string) and object type. This wrapping is needed in order to identify the parameters in distributed environment and to facilitate the access to its value. POLICY Table 2 : Simplified example of motion-detection policy
Reconfiguration enforcement
After the evaluation of policies, the resulting list of actions with corresponding parameters have to be enforced and the system is transferred to a new state. Real task allocation in the system can be achieved in two ways. The first way is with the direct call of necessary encapsulated basic actions, which means that all decisions for task distribution are already met. The second way is over the algorithm for CSP (Constrained Satisfaction Problem) [23] , which has already integrated all basic actions necessary for reconfiguration.
Evaluation of the reconfiguring scenarios
The evaluation of our policy-based framework is done with distinct defined policies that determine the various flows of reconfigurations. A simplified meta-presentation is depicted in " Table 2 ". This example shows a meta-XML presentation of a motion detection policy. The aim of this policy is to define a usual surveillance task. This policy consists of three rules. All rules are processed in one pass through the policy. Conditions in this case are specified so that after the first processing of the policy only Action 1 can be executed. After execution of Action 1 and updating of the corresponding parameters Action 2 will be in queue for execution. The Action 2 is the loading of dynamic module (see Section 5) and represents the essential functionality (see Section 6) in the reconfiguration process. After execution of Action 2 and again updating, the condition for Action 3 will be satisfied. This type of condition specification enables the sequential execution of actions with a strict sequence order. In case of an alternate specification of conditions, more that one action can be send to the enforcement unit for execution. After all three actions are executed the SmartCam is ready to detect motion-events. The presented policy for motion detection can be used as template and combined with another policies (object recognition, tracking ...). Combining more policy-templates user can easy build new behavior of the surveillance system without knowing the all specific details.
Implementation
The overall objective of our project is to enable the autonomous dynamic reconfiguration in a distributed environment such as a SmartCam network. This reconfiguration refers to the supplying of the underlying resources, which in the SmartCam case are DSP processors, with versatile software. The SmartCam consists of one network processor and an arbitrary number of DSPs which communicate between themselves over the PCI bus. Our framework consists of the following functional units:
Configuration layer
This layer represents the graphical user interface that simplifies the process of defining the policies as templates for executing scenarios. The policies are stored in XML files as convenient format for tree like data structures. Every policy object can be serialized in XML format and vice versa. In order to be used by agents, policies are first parsed from XML into Java objects with the SAX parser.
Policy layer
The policy layer is the logical part of the application and the most complex module. In order to enable storing of policies from object representation, XML is chosen as best suitable for that purpose. The core policy classes are the kernel of this layer. Every object from this set has a serialization function that transforms an object into XML form. To speed up work with internal parameters, pointers of the all internal parameters in policy are stored in a list. Using this parameter list, maintaining the parameter's consistency is faster and easier. A policy object has the possibility to be active or inactive. This feature enables in real time the fast changing of policy behavior.
Executing layer
To enforce the reconfiguration of a system, our policy middleware has an executing layer which is aware of all basic actions defined in configuration layer. This unit contains a list of basic actions that have to be executed without delay. The current policy middleware implementation is based on [24] [23] as a basic framework. All function calls important for reconfiguration are extracted in this layer and encapsulated as basic actions. Now all these basic actions are uniquely identified and offered as available services to the configuration layer.
Dynamic Modules
The image processing modules are the typical piece of software which are exchanged at runtime. These modules represent the diverse algorithms which can be executed on the DSP processors. " Figure 2 " depicts the dynamic module with corresponding connections and communication path with MAS. All dynamic modules have the common interface which enables the connection with the DSP framework. The dynamic modules communicate with each other or with java agents over the publisher/subscriber (PS) framework [4] . The connection between the java agents and the PS framework is enabled through the java native interface. The java agent has one connection with the PS framework and one such connection has one or more PS sessions for communication with a certain task on DSP. One PS session usually contains one publisher and one subscriber on both sides of the agent-DSP communication. Over the publisher the agent initialize the DSP task and sends the control messages. The subscriber on the agent side is used to receive the processed data from the DSP task. The dynamic modules have also their own publisher and subscriber for the corresponding session with the agents. Available modules that we have used for testing are divided into 3 groups and each group of modules represents one step in the surveillance scenarios.
1. The first group of modules are motion detectors. As usually every surveillance scenario starts with a motion detection. These modules use different algorithms depending on the background model they use to distinguish between a (moving) object and the background. Every algorithm has different memory and processing requirements as depicted in " Table 3 : Resource requirements for motion detectors 2. The second group are object recognizers and classifiers. One such module receives the information about a motion detection event, as earlier described, and classifies the object and forwards the information further. This step in a surveillance scenario represents the branching in case of the recognition of more than one object.
3. The third group are trackers. This module receives the information about the current position of object which should be followed and continues to follow the object. The tracker runs first local on the same camera and when object lives the surveilled area of the first camera continues the following on the next camera which is connected with previous one with overlap surveilled areas [25] .
Dynamic Loading
Dynamic loading in the policy middleware considers runtime exchange of the executable software on the DSP processors. Dynamic loading is initiated for the dynamic modules which have to be loaded to DSPs according to the new configuration. The dynamic modules which don't have to be removed from DSPs as a result of reconfiguration remain active and enable the SmartCam to be operational during the reconfiguration process. In the SmartCam project the DSPs are the main focus of resources for dynamic reconfiguration by an autonomous resource management. In our case study for the reconfiguration methods, we differentiate the following scheduling approaches:
-Case 1: The first case focuses on the time required for initialization of a new module.
The new modules are in standby state and wait to be activated in order to take over data processing. After the prior module finishes its task corresponding data are sent to the next module. This case considers the time of reaction and presumes enough available memory for the standby tasks.
-Case 2: The second case considers the time for loading and for initialization of a new module. The new module in the surveillance scenario is loaded after an event from the running module. This case considers the situation when the type of the new module which has to be loaded is not known in advance or the number of instances depends on the results from the previous module (Example: after the recognition and classification of multi objects, as many trackers as objects has been recognized will be loaded on DSP). This case does not consider the memory limitations, i.e. the new module fits into the available memory.
-Case 3: The third case considers a memory deficiency. The loading and the initialization of the new module in a surveillance scenario have to wait until the previous module has been finished and unloaded from the DSP as well. This case considers the memory availability as bottleneck and presumes a memory deficiency for the standby tasks.
" Table 4 " depicts the measurement for different scheduling cases which represent the time needed for an activation of the dynamic module. This module activation represents the time interval from the moment when the previous task finishes his job (T Enf orcementStart ) till the new task is ready for the execution (T Enf orcementEnd ). The measurements are based on modules with 15kB file size. Table 5 : Loading times of dynamic modules dependent on the module size.
Conclusion
This paper has described the policy-based middleware for distributed embedded systems. A policy controlled MAS provides the autonomous behavior and overall control of the system. This includes the real-time dynamic reconfiguration as main goal in our project. Limited resources in the SmartCam embedded platform determine the specific construction of the policy-based middleware with only preferred features. The results depicted in this paper are intermediate steps in the overall reconfiguration process. Future steps in our work will focus on the evaluation of this framework on the next generation of embedded surveillance systems, a further optimization of the reconfiguring methods and including other policy standards to support heterogeneous platforms.
